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Clarity

In the visual confusion the purpose of 
the homescreen is lost making it a 
confusing experience.



The Ask
“This just needs to look better in 
two weeks.”



High Impact, 
Low Lift
Restructuring the content would 
require minimal dev work and 
improve overall experience.

Time sensitive content like order status and 
personal content like previous orders or 
Fuel Points are prioritized. 

Inform 

We continued the personalized experience by 
leading with personalized shopping and coupons 
to elevate items customers are more likely to 
purchase. Ending with departments transitions 
to the Explore section.

This provides a space for additional resources for the 
customer & business priorities. We placed this at the 
bottom as it is typically not content customers want 
or need to see.

Shop & Save

Explore



High Impact, 
Low Lift
Redesigning existing components  
was the quickest way to improve 
UI and bring consistency.

Key opportunities were bringing consistency 
to typography, layout, and color application.

Consistency

Key branding elements  like color-blocking, falling 
food photography, and elevation were all great 
opportunities to infuse the new brand while 
requiring little development effort. 

Branding



Final Design

Left aligned all copy, introduced 
heavier weight variants into the home 
screen, right-aligned all carousel 
CTAs to allow for easier accessibility, 
and streamlined type sizes.

Typography

Consistently indcates that 
something is interactive in a way 
that is not intrusive or adding 
complicated UI elements. 

Ties content together to tell a story 
of connected components. Also, 
using the brand blue helps introduce 
a subtle branding element. 

Applying the new photography 
styles sparingly &  intentionally 
freshen the experience.

Elevation

Color Blocking

New Photography



Old vs New

Created a hub of personzalied 
infromation and resources

Quicklinks

New card style for heroes fit with 
the rest of the rounded, friendly 
UI components. Elevation also 
helps build visual hierarchy and 
implies interactivity. 

Heroes



Old vs New

Brought in a key branding asset by 
using falling food photography.

Shop Departments

Kroger Pharmacy has it’s own internal 
sub-brand which is emphasized by 
applying their blue to their buttons. 
However, everything else needed to be 
consistent to the best UX.

Enlarged icon and title for a quicker 
read. Also, added a more obvious 
button that is aligned to the rest of the 
UI and more accessible. Typography is 
all left aligned to match the rest of the 
home screen. 

My Prescriptions

Modality Selector


